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(Music Sales America). A compendium of classic solos for the flute. This expansive volume contains

the great masterpieces of the world's foremost composers. Over 50 favorite flute solos with full

piano accompaniment and a separate matching solo part for the flautist. Carefully selected to

provide a lifetime of playing pleasure for every performer. Spiral bound.
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I am a music educator. The flute solos are wonderful. I love the fact that the book can be used for

both solo and duet playing since it comes with a second separate solo book for flute. I am primarily

a pianist and enjoy all of the accompaniment parts to the solo flute. This collection is outstanding.

There are 55 duet pieces by 29 different composers. Included in this collection are some of most

well-known compositions from Bach, Mozart, Bizet, Beethoven, Brahms, Schubert, Tchaikovsky,

etc. I recommend this book highly to all of my advanced students - those playing at least 3-4 years.

These selections range from intermediate to a bit more challenging. There are a few unfamiliar

melodies which are absolutely delightful. I would also like to add that this book is bound together

with a durable spiral binding which makes it stay firm on the piano or music stand. The print is also

quite legible and easy on the eyes. This book is a very good value.

Great selection of intermediate songs for the flute with beautiful piano part as well. Very convenient

spiral-bound accompaniment book. Would definitely recommend for any flute player to add to their



collection.

Great book, although I am not sure that I would call all the songs "flute classics" as a lot aren't part

of the traditional flute music (there is some opera, some cello, etc.) All are playable, however, and

there is a good difficulty range from the simple "Cradle Song" to much more challenging pieces

(Minute waltz and Flight of the Bumblebee.) Best for low intermediate players to low advanced, you

are sure to find something to play.I do wish that there was more information about the songs. For

example, it's difficult to know which Minuet the second song in the book is, as JS Bach wrote many!I

know that the following belongs in discussions, but  seemed to have nixed that. I did make a Spotify

playlist that has all the songs from the book, if you want to hear how something sounds. I tried to

pick the best selections with the most prominent melody line, and I selected flute versions where

available:[...]

Mid-level to advanced. Our church music director likes the piano accompaniment too. I have played

several numbers in church services. Thank you for a good product at a fair price.

Time to prepare for the 2015 Interlochen Summer auditions....Good times......LOL! Great collection

of classic flute pieces in one book. Let the practicing...continue.

We were looking for a challenge for our daughter. We found it! She is intermediate / advanced flute

player. This was the book to keep her busy.
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